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Maria Bartiromo: And joining us right now to talk more about Google, Nikesh Arora, 

joining us at the studio. Nikesh, good to have you on the program. Welcome. 

 

Nikesh Arora: Thank you Maria, great to be here. 

 

MB: So lets talk about the state of business today and the growth of the company.  

Where would you say growth comes from at Google in the coming 5 to 10 years? 

 

NA: Oooph.  I think 5 to 10 years is a long time.  We’ve only been in the business for 

10 years but umm…I mean I think the trends are still in favor of the digital world. If you 

look around, you know we continue seeing more and more people getting connected 

whether it’s by mobile phones or it’s uhh through broadband connections…that trend 

doesn’t seem to be slowing down…I just came back from India last week…you know 

you think about emerging markets, there’s, there’s a certain confidence and a certain 

growth we’re seeing around the world in emerging markets…so I think we are going to 

continue to see growth coming from the emerging markets and I think there’s a big --- in 

front of us which is the big shift of brand advertising from traditional media towards 

more and more digital media and I see lots of people consuming video on the web. So I 

think that in the next 5 to 8 years I expect 30% of advertising to start shifting towards 

digital means. And so we have a long way to go. 

 

MB: So Nikesh let me get…let me get… your take really on really the law of large 

numbers… I mean the company has done so extraordinarily well…extraordinarily 

well…since it…since it started 10 years ago and now uhh… is… is… is a large company. 

Does the law of large numbers uhh…become an issue going forward that you can’t 

possibly grow to the extent that you have been in the previous 10 years? 

 

NA: Well I guess it’s going to be a combination of the trends we’ve seen in the market.  

It’s going to be a combination of our execution capability and our ability to continue to 

scale the business. We have been growing for the last many years and every time 

growth…growth…growth happens but…to make that happen we have to make sure 

we’re out there building technology to make sure we can play in the digital advertising 

space. We have people in over 40 countries who now sell advertising.  We have to 

continue to scale that effort…so I think it boils down to scale and execution and uhh…we 

continually prepare for it 

 

MB: You know what uhh… I guess I think about Microsoft a decade ago and, and the 

company had gotten so big and so successful that it clearly attracted the eye of, of 

regulators and legislators and…and you know that’s sort of what’s happening to Google 

right now and what happens that Microsoft does as you know is they had all of these 

probes, justice department probe, eeu. Probe, that they were dealing with so much of that 

that it, it sort of uhh created a bit of stagnation and the stock languished for 10 years.  

How do you avoid that? 



NA: Well I think first of all, it’s important to understand that no one situation is like 

another and Microsoft is successful in it’s own right and we continue to focus on making 

sure we create wild moments for our users. I think what we are experiencing right now is 

clearly that the internet has become mainstream and as the internet becomes mainstream, 

as over a billion people are connected to the web, we are…we are beginning to see issues 

that sort of the digital ecosystem brings to the force so people are interested in 

understanding the impact of the digital ecosystem to our lives whether it’s regulators, it’s 

governments.  And that’s, that’s…in a way it’s positive if it can be channeled towards 

continued development of this industry…in that context we continue to make efforts to 

make sure that, that we, we go along with this journey, Google’s just one player in that 

ecosystem that a lot of other players…not just the new internet players, but also 

traditional companies that were beginning to have their presence in the web…and I think 

uhh it is very important in the broader economic context that we continue to drive this 

digital revolution collectively because if we don’t there are some serious risks as uhh it 

relates to people who end up sort of not going as fast as the others whether it’s countries 

or whether it’s companies because this trend is there…is here to stay and the consumer is 

driving it…so from that perspective I’m confident that we’re gonna keep working hard to 

us creating those wild moments, we’re gonna keep working hard towards sort of 

executing and creating scale as this business grows. 

 

MB: Let me talk to you a little about some of the other opportunities in terms of uhh 

revenue generation.  I mean you’re, you’re now in the mobile uhh phone uhh business, 

you are…obviously in a number of businesses that Microsoft in trying to get market share 

there as well not to mention uhh other, other areas and deals that you’re in the middle of 

right now. What kind of market share do you have and do you think you could have uhh 

in the mobile phone business with andro.  Wha…what are you looking for, what’s the 

vision for the future? 

 

NA: I think what is very important is to think about it from a technological 

perspective.  What we want to do is we want to make sure that the consumer has the 

ability to access information as fast as they can.  And we try and sort of work with them 

to take away the friction or road blocks as a place from them to getting access to the 

continent they’d like to get access and android and chrome are part of…parts of that 

strategy which basically reduce uhh the technological friction of people getting access to 

information.  In that context, android from our prospective has been very successful 

because we’ve designed it as an open system.  It’s out there…it’s you 

know…manufacturers can adopt it, they can put it on their handsets, operators can sell 

handsets to the android devices…I was very positively surprised this morning when I 

read and article that…in the first quarter android based devices have outsold the iphone 

so it’s, it’s a clear example how open systems over time can be perpetrated, can go out 

there and become sort of the consumer choice as, as long as long as people adopt it. 

 

MB: You’re, you’re running sales for a company that is obviously global, but given the 

fact that you’re looking at such enormous growth in China…umm it’s the largest 

population out there, one of the fastest growing GDPs…given it’s size, the withdrawal of 



the region has obviously…uhh caught a lot of people by surprise and there’s a debate 

going on about how smart a move that was.  How do you make up that revenue Nikesh? 

 

NA: I think it’s important to understand what happened in China.  From our 

perspective you know we’ve, we’ve had a policy of engagement, not estrangement for a 

while and we’re hoping that with our presence in China we can sort of continue to sort of 

tip the debate on freedom of speech and freedom of expression in the positive direction. 

Now what we did recently was, we haven’t withdrawn from China, we continue to serve 

the users in China, we just chose to do it from Hong Kong because we believe that allows 

us to keep our product pure and not get involved in manip…managing our product…for a 

market where sort of, it sort of touches upon our principles.  So we are continuing to 

serve the market in China, we believe it’s a great market, it’s a great country and 

hopefully uhh there will be other opportunities for us to participate, but as of now we’ve 

chosen to serve those customers from our, from our Hong Kong uhh servers.  

 

MB: So it is fair to say that some point maybe you go back into mainland China? 

 

NA: I think it’s fair to say that our strategy at the moment is our strategy at the 

moment. And, and we’ll see as life evolves, as, as the country evolves…I ‘m sure there 

will be opportunities for us to participate. 

 

MB: Will you be able to get a significant market share operating from Hong Kong? 

 

NA: Yeah, I think it’s very…uhh it’s interesting that you use the word market share 

often in this conversation.  And from our perspective we don’t think about market share.  

We think about creating an amazing product that our consumers are going to love. And 

what’s fascinating is you think about the various products we’ve had, in many cases 

we’re not a player…I mean Google as a search engine did not exist when many other 

search engines were out there. And with…and the founders…and the, and the engineers 

focus on creating a product which was so much better than the current state of the art that 

we found a lot of users…they liked it…they adopted it.  And our strategy pretty much has 

sort of been the same.  We want to get into products where we can create a significant 

difference… as we create a significant difference, consumers love it, and as they begin to 

love it then market share results.  So we don’t think of it as a market share problem…we 

think of it as a product opportunity. 

 

MB: And of course you’ve got the market share in search…I mean search is the 

dominant business uhh for Google uhh...tell me uhh in 5 years do you see the shift 

changing very much in terms of more than 90% of the business comes from search? 

 

NA: Well…I think what is interesting is that we are beginning to make forwards in our 

display space so we are actually excited about all the effort we put in… in terms of 

having display ad serving technology, we are beginning to see lots and lots of users go to 

youtube and consume videos, so I think there is an opportunity out there in that space 

where we’ll see more and more brand dollars and display dollars shifting there so we’re 

hoping that continues to become a more significant part of our, our revenue stream.  We 



are seeing traction and our enterprise space…you know clearly businesses are going to 

the cloud It’s fascinating to watch how small businesses are going out there and sort of 

being on the bleeding edge and switching to cloud because they have lower legacy and 

lower sort of costs of moving and we’re seeing big businesses pay attention that they also 

want to shift overtime.  I think, I think there’s lots and lots of different opportunities in 

the future in terms of where we can get revenue from various businesses, various parts of 

our strategy.  But you know search continues to be a place where we are, we are also 

concentrating and we seem to be doing ok. 

 

MB: Is there another iteration of search that you think you can capitalize on? 

 

NA: I think uhh…if you think constant iterations of search which sort of uhh…which 

sort of just take for granted…I was having this conversation…10 years ago you and I 

would be happy when we searched that we found a website where there was a result. 

Today we want the result in the top 3
rd

 of the page and we want the exact results…if I 

search for a restaurant, if I search for a product…I want information on the restaurant, I 

want information on the product…I don’t want to go to another website to find it…so 

consumer behavior research has also evolved in the last 10 years and it’s beginning to get 

more and more real time, beginning to get more and more precise, beginning to get more 

and more deep…and we continue to make iterations on that front to make sure that we 

stay relevant and we are able to provide the information to consumers, so I will see a 

revolution happening in terms of some big step change, but there are constant step 

changes that are happening, that we keep evolving in light of the consumer needs. 

 

MB: How bout le…let me get your take on some of the other emerging entrance uhh 

over the past let’s say 5 years, take facebook…do you view facebook as a competitor…I 

mean almost 350 million people on facebook…how do you see face book in terms of the 

paying field for Google going forward? 

 

NA: I think it’s important to understand that as this digital ecosystem continues to 

build whether there are 1.4 billion people today connected on the web or over 2 billion 

people connected on mobile phones…they are going to find different ways of using that 

connectivity, they are going to find different ways of consuming content and getting 

together…and facebook is another example of social networking, ho people are taking 

their sort of offline community behaviors and acting them on the web, but I think it’s 

great…I think it’s great that there is technologies that come into play and consumers 

adopt them and get excited about them because that just keeps driving more and more 

towards this digital ecosystem. I don’t think we’re going to be the only players in this 

game.  I don’t think we’re going to be the guys driving 30% of the advertising and the 

digital space.  I think there will be a collection of companies, collection of sort of players 

in the ecosystem and I think it’s great that people like facebook, like twitter, like things 

that Apple are doing are all happening out there because it just works towards 

strengthening the ecosystem and creating wild moments for the consumer. 

 

MB: So let me fast forward to today, where we are looking at and economic 

uhh…recovery that is fragile.  What are you hearing in terms of businesses around the 



world uhh and how they are committing capital right now? Are you feeling like the 

economic backdrop is supportive of, of business going forward or are we now in recovery 

mode just yet? What’s your view? 

 

NA: I think we are past the moment of crisis and fear.  I think if you had asked me this 

question a year ago there was a lot of fear in the market, there was a bit of panic, people 

had stopped spending, people were waiting to see where this thing was gonna land…I 

think it is fair to say in the last 6 months the trend has been more of cautious optimism.  

People are out there…uhh they’re out there spending carefully, they’re making sure they 

don’t go out on a limb but they want to be pragmatic, they want to be rational, they want 

to focus on revenues…and uhh you know what’s fascinating uhh during Thanksgiving, 

you know cyber Monday was bigger than uhh than Friday so you saw growth in the 

internet space and you saw sort of flat sales on Friday. And that was actually a bit of a 

wake up call for many bricks and other businesses we have talked to in the last 6 months. 

They do realize that this digital conversion, this digital translation is sort of inevitable and 

they want to…they want to make sure they’re prepared for it…they don’t want to get 

caught at the wrong end of this transition and they are actually spending a lot of time, a 

lot of effort, a lot of money in making this transition happen, happen right.  So from our 

perspective I see that businesses are committed towards this inevitability.  I see them sort 

of spending intelligently and rationally because at the end, this is about revenue and 

revenue curing all ills as opposed to cost restructuring in this environment. So they’re 

focused on that. 

 

MB: Nikesh, what can you tell us about Japan? How are things going over there? 

 

NA: Japan is an interesting market uhh it’s always been an interesting market as it 

relates to mobility uhh as it relates to advertising…I was recently there…again there was, 

there was a bit of renewed confidence and optimism in the market when I was there…you 

know we are seeing uhh…continue to see advertisers engage, we continue to see people 

sort of, consumers getting engaged with technology…they always have been…so I think 

Japan is, is a great market. 

 

MB: And uhh…do you see similar...uhh sort of patterns in terms of uhh spending in 

Japan the…as you do around the world or is that a unique market? 

 

NA: Uhh I think every market is a unique market because it has different things that 

play into a market but you know Japan does have it’s, it’s differences uhh in terms of you 

know they’re still a little slower on the digital uhh advertising curve that relates to 

display…uhh we’re sort of making end roads…there are a lot of other players in the 

market place…so there still working on switching that big consumption of video on the 

web, but I think it’s, it’s a matter of time…I don’t think it’s not gonna happen.  It’s just a 

matter of how soon it’s gonna happen. 

 

MB: And, and what are you feeling about Europe these days given the issues around 

Greece and uhh debt throughout the Euro zone? 



NA: I think Europe’s in a much better place then it was uhh 6 months ago just like 

most of the other…most of the Western world.  Uhh you know to continue to see 

engagement across the board.  Clearly there are parts of Greece, there are parts of Europe 

which are still sort of recovering but I say broadly speaking the emerging markets are 

back uhh and they had sort of higher standard deviation then we saw last time.  I think uh 

most of the developed markets in Europe did not see as much of a chock to their system.  

So they continue to move along continue to move along at a steady place. 

 

MB: Let me ask you about uhh the opposition of AdMob, of course there’s a lot of 

mumbling from uhh the anti-trust regulation here and in Europe and uhh… and 

particularly taking focus after the acquisition of AdMob…it’s a fairly big acquisition 700 

million dollars, not in size, but rather in your key are of mobile Do you worry that there 

are any issues on the regulatory front uhh in terms of AdMob. 

 

NA: Well clearly as you know, the FTC is currently reviewing our position on AdMob.  

Look, from my perspective it’s a nascent market.  The market did not exist 2 years ago.  

It’s very hard to try and predict what’s going to happen to this market. I think uhh we are 

going to see constant evolution.  There are events that have happened post- our 

announcement of the AdMob acquisition which clearly shows that this market is in 

evolution, there are other players in it, there are many players who want to participate in 

this. There are operators who want to be in the advertising business, there are hand set 

manufacturers who want to be in this business, there are internet players, there are 

hardware players, so I just think this is such a nascent market that it’s still out there 

figuring itself out that any attempts to slow it down are a bad idea.  We should treat it, we 

should support it…I understand the regulatory concerns, but I think this is too, too new 

for people to slow things down for us at this point in time.  

 

MB: And with Apple’s stronghold in the mobile market, particularly with them 

launching iads, is there truly any reasons for governments to regulate you on a 

competitive standpoint? 

 

NA: Well, I’ll, I’ll let you answer that question…I certainly don’t see a need…I 

certainly don’t see a reason for that to happen.  I am hoping that we can get past this very 

quickly. 

 

MB: Is there…an issue in terms of Apple replacing Google as the default search 

provider on the iphone…of course that’s been uhh rumored recently and obviously this 

could be a way to get bigger revenue share from Google. 

 

NA: Well you know, we are constantly in conversation with many of our partners 

around the world and uhh they make the right decision from an economic prospective and 

a pragmatic prospective so I’m sure we will have that conversation with Apple and we 

will make that decision.  I don’t think these two events are linked. 

 

MB: But what are, what are, the two sort of big concerns that you think about? I mean 

you, you are in such a sweet spot in technology and have been since the inception of the 



company and have only gotten stronger and more powerful.  You’ve got companies, 

you’ve got authors, you know battling over digitizing book in one corner, you’ve got 

regulators in another corner…looking at…whether it’s the AdMob deal or looking at the 

power and strength of Google the way you know they would look at Microsoft a decade 

ago. You’ve got the largest most populist market in the world, China people questioning 

the move not operating out of Hong Kong.  What would you say are the important things 

that you’re thinking about in terms of ensuring that Google stays on top in the coming 5 

years? 

 

NA: I’d paraphrase that down to two words.  I think the first word is innovation. We 

want to make sure we continue to be relevant in the consumer’s mind and I think all the 

others things are secondary.  If you cannot create wild products…if you cannot make sure 

consumers love your product, if you cannot meet there needs…you know we’re one click 

away from competition.  We don’t hold anybody captive to any of our products.  They 

choose to come use our products because they believe that part is the best thing for them 

at that point in time. So we need to make sure we continue to stay relevant from a 

consumer prospective so innovation has to be number one on our agenda.  And as you 

alluded to earlier, as we become a larger and larger company, from a scale prospective, 

we’ve got to continue to find ways, as part of our value system, as part of our resource to 

be relevant from an innovation perspective.  And I think the second word I am going to 

use is execution (time= 13:20:53;10) which is what you alluded to as well.  We need to 

make sure we can go out there and execute.  You know, having great ides is one part of 

the equation.  Making sure your great ideas can get in the hands of 1.4 billion people on 

the web and hopefully future more, uhh you know having your ideas get in the hands of 2 

billion people on mobile side more, is something we need to continue to be able to 

execute on…whether it’s on the consumer front, whether it’s on the advertising front, 

whether it’s on our partnership front with a lot of publishers around the world so, so 

clearly the focus in the next 5 years has to be around innovation, has to be around 

execution. 

 

MB: Where is the innovation right now at Google? 

 

NA: I think it’s all over the pace.  I think it’s, it’s in every product we put out there…I 

think everyday there is something that we change in one of our products, that we are 

constantly trying to sort of anticipate the needs and meet the needs of our consumers.  I 

think there is innovation in ways where we are thinking of sort of radically creating a 

better customer experience, whether it’s our attempts at android in the open source world, 

whether it’s our attempt at chrome, creating a new browser, whether it’s our constant 

innovation in the maps and Google earth space…so I think a lot of areas that we’ve 

innovated in the last few years uhh you know, have been, from our prospective great 

areas to have invested and innovated in…and it’s clearly evident from our prospective in 

the way consumers have sort of adopted and consumers and accepted those changes. 

 

MB: You know, Nikesh, when I was preparing for this interview I spoke with uhh uhh 

number of money managers and really investors in the stock who uhh are very loyal and 

uhh very happy in being invested in Google uhh…and the one issue that kept coming up 



as sort of the dominating issue, you know you could talk about all of those issues that I 

just brought up to you but it kept coming back to China…so let me ask you once 

more…how do you balance your moral compass with shareholders looking for growth.  

Everybody understand why you decided to operate out of Hong Kong, but they still 

question whether or not walking away from the most populist market uhh would bite 

you…at some point. 

 

NA: I think umm…Maria, taking a longer term prospective, I think any company that 

operates with in this moral compass and makes the right decision in the long term, in the 

interest of consumers, in the interest of the longevity of the company hopefully turns out 

to be right.  I think we have to be careful not to get buffeted in the short term by sort of 

short-term views and needs of various stakeholders.  So from our prospective we, we did 

what we think is right, we did what we think is in line with the value systems of our 

company, and I think that sort of has positive impacts because our people love the 

company they work for and, and, and they respect the decisions we make from a, from a, 

from a value system prospective so I think that’s very important and uhh…really that’s, 

that’s, that’s why I work here. 

  

MB: Nikesh would you like to add anything else that I might have missed? 

 

NA: No I think, I think these are fascinating times.  I think uhh we are in the midst of 

a, of sort of an evolutionary, evolution as we adapt and adopt to various new forms of 

technology.  I think this has the ability to touch every aspect of every business out there 

whether it’s on the marketing end, whether it’s on how businesses produce their stuff, 

whether it’s how they interact with their consumers.  I think there’s gonna be a lot of, lot 

of opportunities and challenges in this journey and we are going to talk a lot more about 

this in years to come.  But thank you very much for your time. 

 

MB: And as one of the greatest companies uhh in America today operating all over the 

world, uhh you have to expect that there are going to be times in your growth that it is 

somewhat of a fork in the road or it is some sort of a ok, how do we do what we’ve been 

doing uhh as a much larger and more successful company? 

 

NA: I think that question comes up everyday.  We’re constantly looking at ourselves to 

see how can we do things better.  How can we have done things differently?  I think 

that’s, that’s what makes for a true dynamic business and dynamic company where you 

are willing to question yourself.  And, and we do that a lot believe it or not around here. 


